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Abstract
Very little is known about how morphology effects the motion, stability and the resulting
viability of avian eggs. The limited research that exists focuses on the pyriform or ‘pointed’ egg
shapes found in the Alcidea family. This unusual shell form is thought to suppress displacement
and prevents egg loss on the cliffside nesting habitat of the Uria genera. Unfortunately, these
studies never isolated or quantify the specific morphological features (elongation, asymmetry
and conicality) of these pyriform eggs, which limits their applicability to other taxa and hampers
a robust proof of concept. We isolated each feature as a variable, produced models with
incremental expressions of a single variable, and then all three variables simultaneously. Motion
trials were conducted to test the individual and combinatorial effects of each morphological
characteristic on displacement, on a range of inclines representative of the conditions found in
nesting habitats. Increasing elongation (width over length) and asymmetry (distance of the apical
width of the egg to the blunt end over length) significantly increased displacement, while
conicality (pointed end of the egg geometrically mimicking a cone) decreased displacement in
the single variable egg-models. In the multi-variable egg models, only conicality constantly
suppressed displacement, while lower levels of asymmetry significantly increases displacement.
Our findings broadly support previous studies' assertions of the adaptive value of the pyriform
eggs, while providing data for future analysis of interactions between nesting habitat, behavior
and egg shape beyond the confines of the model species.

Introduction
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The shape of a bird’s egg and its functional significance have intrigued naturalists for
hundreds of years, while also presenting modern science with many questions about their
immense variety across and within avian lineages (Hauber, 2014; Birkhead, 2016; Stoddard et
al., 2017). Studies have explored several hypotheses regarding the adaptive value of specific egg
morphologies, including structural robustness (Bain and Solomon, 1991), thermal insulation
(Barta and Székely, 1997); gas/moisture exchange (Birkhead, Thompson, Jackson & Biggins,
2017b; Ar, 1991); and the ease of hatching (Cucco, Grenna & Malacarne, 2012; Igic et al. 2016).
In contrast, the relationship of egg shape regarding egg movement is an understudied topic
(Birkhead, Thompson & Biggins, 2017a), particularly considering the relevance that spatial
stability might have for successful reproduction of certain colonial, egg-laying taxa without
distinct nest structures, breeding on rock-ledges or at other, similarly precipitous sites
(Goodfellow, 2011).
The largest body of work on avian egg shape and motion has been carried out in the
family of Alcidea, specifically on the Common Murre, or Common Guillemot, (Uria aalge) and
the Thick-billed Murre (U. lomvia) as to the adaptive value of this genus’ curiously and uniquely
pyriform eggs (reviewed in Birkhead 2016, Birkhead et al, 2017b). These studies aimed to
demonstrate whether the ‘pear’ or pyriform shape of the murre shell prevents egg loss by rolling
in a consistent and tight circle, therefore reducing the distance by which an egg is displaced
when the incubating bird loses hold of the egg; apparently this is a common occurrence in murre
colonies during social conflict or predator avoidance (Tschanz, Ingold & Lengacher, 1969;
Ingold, 1980). The fitness advantage of the pear form to limit the rolling radius seems highly
intuitive given that these species incubate their single egg without a nest along flat or uneven
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rock ledges of tall cliffs, which can be as shallow as the egg is long (~10cm; Gaston 7 Jones,
1998; Uspenski, 1956). This theory has even permeated popular culture and the ornithological
field since its conception in the 1830s (Birkhead, 2016), but recent challenges to it have raised
attention to alternative adaptive functions of a pyriform shape (Stoddard et al., 2017), and the
murre’s egg form in particular (Birkhead et al., 2017a; Birkhead et al., 2017b).
All literature to date asserts that the shape of the murre shell is pear-shaped,
distinguishing it from the presumed ancestral eggs’ spheroid and soft elliptical forms (Uspenski,
1956; Deeming and Ruta, 2014). To deconstruct the pear, the U. aalge egg is deemed to have
highly long and asymmetrical proportions, with a larger half of the shell (along the radial axis of
symmetry) possessing a highly ‘pointed’ end (Stoddard et al., 2017). The pointed end typically
has a highly conical quality, with a large portion of that profile-segment ranging from gently
curved to tightly linear in form (Birkhead et al., 2017a), which is thought to provide a stable
point of contact to the resting surface (Uspenski, 1956). The pointed end (termed as the ‘conical
element’ from here onwards) is thought to determine both the angle at which the egg rests and
the rolling radius, with the radial axis pointing to a theoretical center-loci of the rolling arch
(Uspenski, 1950) (see figure 1). Comparatively, more rounded eggs of a similar size and widthto-length proportion would produce a smaller resting angle, a larger radius, and, hence,
displacement (Uspenski, 1956). It has also been suggested that as the embryo develops and
retracts into the conical end of the shell, the weight shifts toward this end as opposed to the blunt
end (with the air pocket), increasing the resting angle and further constricting the resulting
rolling radius of the egg (Uspenski, 1950; Uspenski, 1956).
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At least two researchers have conducted motion-based experiments with plaster model
eggs and/or field-collected murre egg specimens which generally supported the notion that these
species’ eggs have a lower maximum displacement than more typical, ellipsoid bird eggs
(Tschanz et al., 1969; Ingold, 1980). Murre egg movement dynamics are often contrasted with
the closely-related and sympatrically breeding Razorbill’s Alka torda egg shells (Tschanz et al.,
1969; Ingold, 1980). Specifically, this species will periodically roost and even nest alongside
murres, although it more often nests in well-protected, semi-enclosed crevices, including on
pebbled beds (Brooks 1985), and has less pear-shaped eggshell (Tschanz et al., 1969). These
comparison studies included analyses of cliffside egg loss patterns, and some limited crossfostering experiments with artificial and field-collected egg specimen (Tschanz et al., 1969;
Ingold, 1980).
Unfortunately, these early efforts lacked clear definitions and relevant metrics on egg
shape, including conicality, which would be at the core of the theory. For example, the two
hallmark and most-often cited studies by Beat Tschanz et al. (1969) and Paul Ingold (1980) did
not provide a quantifiable measure for pyriformity, as noted by Birkhead et al. (2017a), and
instead their models were arranged in an ordinal scale of egg shape, made by visual inspection. A
‘pointedness’ measurement (Birkhead et al., 2017a) is referenced in some texts, but this may be a
misnomer since it is actually a measure of asymmetry along the length of the egg (sensu
Stoddard et al., 2017) and never applied as a variable during the analysis of motion-based
experimentation (Tschanz et al., 1969; Ingold, 1980). Pointedness, or the relation of the distance
from the apical width of the egg and the sharp end divided by the total length (Deeming & Ruta,
2014), also assumes a consistent translation from a sphere to an ellipse between all
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species/individuals, and sidesteps the difference in curvature of the pointed end (Preston 1953)
which could affect the resting angle and displacement (see figure 2), but has not been tested
explicitly in those prior studies.
Methodologically, contrasting razorbill and murre eggs is problematic for comparisons of
egg shape per se, given these species’ substantial overlap in egg morphology, as well as their
own intraspecific variation in form and occasional overlapping roosting and nesting habits
(Ingold, 1980; Gaston & Jones, 1998). Although Ingold (1980) acknowledged the interspecific
overlap within his samples, he presented no quantitatively method of contrasting the egg shapes
of these genera (Birkhead et al., 2017a).
Similarly, the actual angle that could predict the center point of a rolling radius was never
before measured, along with the exact shape of the rolling paths or the true maximum
displacement during experimentation. Instead, as a proxy for egg rolling displacement, the
maximum width and depth of the roll paths were recorded (Ingold, 1980), which masks
maximum displacement and confounds the results given the supposed circular rolling paths that
the eggs travel. The Tschanz study (et al. 1969) utilized a binary loss/no-loss system to compare
egg rolling-related clutch loss, but without accounts of the roll path and the distance from the
point of release to the cliff edge where the egg was lost, true displacement and its suppression
cannot be accurately recorded (see figure 3). A highly semicircular roll’s maximum displacement
would instead have to reflect the width measurement, while a more diagonal-linear roll of equal
width (as observed during initial experimentation) would have to reflect a length of the
hypotenuse (Cutnell & Johnson, 2005). Unfortunately, as mentioned above, no record of the
rolling paths were made, and no empirical evidence of the highly circular rolling path was ever
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presented in the study, though a hand sketch produced from recollection of experimental trials
tried to illustrate a noticed difference between more pointed and less pointed eggs (Tschanz et
al., 1969).
Contemporary research on murre eggs has yielded some alternative ideas for evolutionary
drivers of their unique form, which have been presented in opposition to the displacement
suppression hypothesis. Birkhead and colleagues (2017a) suggested that asymmetry (referred to
as ‘pointedness’) was a method of maintaining adequate gas and moisture exchange while
reducing the chances of microbial infection. More recently, in a taxon-rich comparative study,
Stoddard and colleagues (2017) have correlated asymmetry and ellipticality of egg shape to adult
birds’ flight ability at the species level, and marked a lack of evidence for an evolutionary trend
of ellipticallity in shorebirds to support a general rolling depression hypothesis (Stoddard et al.,
2017). Importantly, these recent challenges to the traditional view are not attributed to the lack of
quantifiable morphometrics or general data collection techniques in previous studies (Birkhead et
al., 2017b; Stoddard et al., 2017).
Given the dearth of unquantified/defined variables in the benchmark pyriform egg
literature, and the ongoing challenges to the theory based on those studies (Birkhead et al.,
2017b; Stoddard et al., 2017), there is a strong case for verifying the rolling displacement
reduction qualities found in the murre egg shape system. Therefore, the aim of this study is to
quantitatively isolate the geometric shape properties that are aggregated in the Uria aalge eggs
and to determine their distinct and combinatorial value to displacement suppression, if any
exists. Addressing the variables and metrics individually allows not only for a comparison and
analysis of nesting strategies of closely related alcid (auks and allies) genera, but also other rigid
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and semi-rigid egg laying vertebrate taxa in general, some with more extreme morphological
characteristics than the Common Murre (López‐Martínez & Vicens 2012).
Methods
Controlling the Shape of an Egg
Given that past attempts at analyzing rolling displacement and egg form lacked clearly
defined and measured variables, we produced 3D printed model egg forms to better isolate and
control those variables. The pyriform shape of the murre egg deviates from a sphere in three
manners, or variables: in width to length ratio (W/L); in the distance of the apical width to the
blunt end divided by the length (AWD/L); and the level of conicality on its pointed end (C) (see
figure 4). The AWD/L is a metric for asymmetry but differentiates from the prior ‘asymmetry’
by utilizing the measure from the apical width to the blunt end, in order to delineate it from the
poorly named ‘pointedness’ value (Birkhead et al., 2017a). For each variable, five to six
iterations of egg form (n=16 total) were modeled in Trimble Sketchup™ (Sunnyvale, California),
varying from completely spherical to an extreme expression of said variable, in equal
increments. Conicality was manipulated by replacing a segment of the profile of the pointed end
with arcs of increasingly larger radii, to produce a shape that evenly approached true conicality
(see figure 4). Fillets, (Middleditch & Sears 1985) at 5mm radius were used to smoothly
transition the conical element with the original profile to avoid sharp edges in the form. Models
were scaled to equal volume as a proxy for mass, to half the mean volume/mass (107.27g fresh
weight) of the Common Murre (Gaston & Jones, 1998) to avoid past complications with
comparing unequally sized egg models (Birkhead, 2016) as well as increase the proportion of the
observable rolling path.
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The egg forms were 3D printed as per Igic et al. (2015) with one MakerBot ™
Replicator2, but with a consistent 2mm ABS shell thickness for durability. A high polygon count
(2,590) was used to provide a smooth surface when constructing the models, and all protruding
blemishes and hard edges were removed with 200 grit wet-grade sanding paper. A low elasticity
Smoothon ™ Mold Star ® 15 Slow Set silicon with a density 97.2% comparable to combined
yolk/albumen was used as fill in lieu of any appropriately dense 3D print-medium, and was piped
into a 5mm hole at the bluntest point of the shell to ±0.5% of the desired weight. In order to
emulate the most favorable conditions for possible rolling radius reduction, the eggs were filled
to 87% volume, to mimic contents that include a well developed air sack (Deeming & Reynolds,
2015). The silicone was cured with the radial axis of the egg-form perpendicular to the grade,
allowing the air sack to form evenly at the blunt end of the shell.
To explore the interaction of the three variables simultaneously, additional series of eggs
with multiple traits were produced with identical methods. There were three iterations of each
variable tested, which culminated in 27 (or 3³) unique models (see figure 4). Variable traits were
selected based roughly on a sampling of 380 Alcid eggs, from 11 species, including common
murres, thick-billed murres and razorbills (unpublished data).
True Maximum Displacement and Motion Tracking
We used similar protocols to past experiments (reference) for egg rolling/displacement
trials; the egg forms were placed on a rolling platform (1 x 1.5m) with a height adjustable
structure, allowing for a varying inclines. Each egg model was placed on the plane with its radial
axis perpendicular to the direction of the slope and held with a squared metal stop. Upon release,
the model’s rolling path was recorded with a Sony FDR-AX33 Handycam (at 60 fps), with the
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lens of the camera oriented true to the flat surface of the rolling plane to minimize visual
distortion. This exercise was duplicated five times for each egg-form, with the rolling plane set at
inclines of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 15 degrees. Motion tracking software Kinovea ™ (Kinovea
Association) was utilized to extract the course of the roll and maximum displacement.
Statistical Analysis of Resting Angle, Egg Shape and Displacement
In the basic model diagrammed by Uspenski (1950), as an angle of the egg at rest relative
to the surface it sits decreases, the rolling radius should increase. To assess the foundational
hypothesis that the egg’s pitch can to any capacity predict displacement, each egg-model’s radial
axis angle was measured relative to a leveled plane. Angular measurements were taken from
legacy markings from the ABS printing process, and reproduced four times at equal rotational
increments around the diameter of the egg to account for any inconsistency caused by an uneven
distribution of the airsac. These angles were reincorporated into the original computer models
used for printing, to create a predicted radius, by mean, and were compared with a Pearson’s (r)
correlation (with OriginPro ™) to the actual rolling radius, by proxy of the maximum
displacement of the experimentally generated rolling paths (as 2*r = ⌀ = max-displacement)
(Cutnell & Johnson, 2005).
In order to clarify how egg form affects egg-pitch, the resting angle of the single-variable model
forms were compared to the gradient of variable expression in each model iteration. As a
spherical form elongates, its broadest and most stable point of contact (and fulcrum) should
move toward the apical width of the egg, with the airsac creating an uneven balance, and a
diminished resting angle. A similar reduced resting angle effect should occur with the increasing
asymmetry, given that one pole of the half is growing by proportion. Conicality, though, may
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decrease the resting angle, given that a 45 degree profile is being imposed on a spherical form
that otherwise may have lightest portion (the airsac) of the egg drawn upward creating a
perpendicular resting angle. A comparative linear, exponential and polynomial model-fit was
utilized to determine any relationship of the resting angle to both W/L and AWD/L of the single
variable models. Friedman’s test was used for models of increasing conicality, given the lack of
a viable metric (Birkhead et al., 2017a).
Finally, to verify the relationship between last two components of the resting angleshape-displacement model, maximum displacement and shape were identically as the angleshape pairing. By this model, a Pearsons test with elongation and asymmetry was used to
determine if the increased intensity of these variables produce a positive correlation with
displacement. with displacement on single variable model forms. Friedmann’s test was also
utilized to confirm any paired incremental increase of displacement with conicality, which was
repeated for all variables on the multivariable egg-forms. Single variable egg models were
grouped and analyzed as a set by rolling plane angle for consistent comparison, and to expose the
effects of increased incline (to match the varied inclines of nesting surfaces in the field
(Uspenski, 1950)), as well as utilizing increasing influence of gravity as a proxy for projectile
force (Cutnell & Johnson, 2005). This also allowed for a comparative measure for the effect of
different inclines on the conical versus spherical models, irrespective of resting radius, since an
uneven form of a conical egg could provide a greater resistance to a incline as a function of its
weight distribution and a fixed fulcrum point (Uspenski, 1950; Cutnell & Johnson, 2005), despite
its comparative resting angel. Multi-variable eggs were tested in kind, but with each incline angle
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utilized as another subject (n) within the Friedmann’s test, to produce a single result for each
geometric variable.
Egg forms that did not produce results for maximum displacement at a specific angle due
to loss from the surface of the rolling plane were excluded from statistical analysis given their
inability to accurately contribute to a maximum displacement. Multi-variable eggs that
experienced 100% loss at an angle led to the exclusion of that class of variables from
Friedmann’s test, due to the requirement of the equal data ‘participation’ at each
treatment/variable level (Frieman, et al. 2017).
Results
Resting Angle and Displacement
The relation between the resting angle and the displacement was confirmed, with the
mean maximum-displacement of each model (n=43) released at the lowest angle of incline (2º)
strongly and positively correlating (r = 0.890, p<0.001) with predicted rolling diameter extracted
from angle of the model’s axis at rest (figure 5).
Resting Angle and Shape
Resting angles increased as the values of W/L and AWD/L increased (as the extent of the
variable expression decreased) in the single variable models (see figure 6), with a quadratic
model finding the strongest fit (R²=0.992, χ²=4.595, p<0.001) for W/L and similarly for AWD/L
(R²=0.999, χ²=3.719, p<0.001) (see figure 6). Increasing increments of conicality also caused
decreasing resting angles (χ²(4)= 15.25, p<0.004) (see table x), and Dunn’s post hoc analysis
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showed that the two most conical egg forms, 3 and 4, had significantly different resting angels
(p<0.012 and p<0.025 respectively) from the spherical base-model (number 0).
Shape to displacement
In the assessment of the relationship between shape and displacement, W/L positively
correlated with maximum displacement, which was strong and significant at 2 degrees
(Pearson’s r = 0.967) and 4 (Pearson’s r = 0.892) at p<0.001 on both variables while all other
angles resulted in 100% loss from the platform. For asymmetry. AWD/L also showed a
significant but negative correlation to displacement on degrees 2 (r = -0.880, p<0.001), 4 (r = 0.823, p<0.001) and 8 (r = -0.726, p<0.002), though the set released at 6 degrees lacked a strong
correlation and significance (r = -0.122, p<0.630). From angles 4-8, every increase in rolling
plane incline resulted in the exclusion of the most spherical model from the previous incline due
to 100% of the models leaving the rolling plane. For conicality, a Friedmann’s test produced
significant differences (p<0.05) between models at every plane incline, except 2º (χ²(4) = 6.880,
p<0.142, see table 1 for full results). Only the most conical model (4) remained on the rolling
plain at a 15º incline, excluding it from intra-incline comparison. At inclines of 4º (χ²(4)=10.720,
p<0.030), 6º (χ²(2)=10.000, p<0.007), 8º (χ²(2)=10.000, p<0.007) and 10º (χ²(4)=5.771,
p<0.016), there was a significant consistent rank order at angles 6-10 (see table 1). Dunn’s post
hoc analysis verified a significant difference between the most conical model form (4) and every
least conical model at inclines of 4º (p<0.027), 6º (p<0.005) and 8º (p<0.005) degrees, with no
significant sum difference between any pairs at angles 2º and 10º. After angle 4, every increase
of the rolling plane’s incline resulted in the next most spherical model being excluded from
analysis due to 100% roll loss (see figure 7, table 1).
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Within the multivariable egg-forms, increasing conicality was the most consistent
variable linked to displacement reduction (see figure 8). The three levels of conicality in model
form were significantly different (Friedman’s statistic χ²(2)= 39.08, p<0.001), and a Dunn post
hoc test confirmed a significant difference (p<0.05) between each pair of levels (see table 2),
with the rank demonstrating a decrease in maximum-displacement as the form increased in
conicality. Displacement was significantly different between classes of asymmetry (χ²(2)=9.091,
p< 0.011), but a Dunn post hoc revealed only the two lower levels of asymmetry (AWD/L=
0.375 to 0.45) showed a statistical difference (p<0.008) with 0.375 having significantly greater
displacement. Different intensities of elongation though yielded no significant results (p<0.05)
(see table 2).
Discussion
Resting angle and predicted displacement
At the foundation of the displacement suppression model for pyriform eggs is the resting angle’s
role to determine the diameter (and maximum displacement) of a roll path. The strong
correlation (r=0.890, p<0.001) of actual to the predicted value of maximum-displacement from
our experiments, extracted from the resting angle, finally provides data-driven evidence to
support this claim. Prior work presenting profile images of the eggs at rest on a level plane in an
ordinal scale of ‘pointedness’ with remarks on the resting angle lacked any measurements of the
resting angle, and also only used proxy metrics to for maximum displacement (Tschanz et al.,
1969). Critically, it is clear from the increasing displacement of other inclines (see figure 7) that
this model is only viable at lower inclines with minimal affecting force before the semicircular
roll deteriorates into different roll forms.
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Resting Angle and Shape
A strong positive relationship between shape and the resting angle was demonstrated by
the model fit of the single variable eggs, given that as the eggs were made both increasingly
asymmetrical and increasingly elongated, then their the resting angles consistently decreased (see
figure7). Increasing conicality also reduced the resting angle incrementally, though only
significantly at the highest levels of conicality (see figure 6). The non-linear relationship
demonstrated between the resting angle and, both W/L and AWD/L demonstrated that a small
variation in geometry, from W/L=1 to 0.875, produced a substantial reduction in mean resting
angle (from 61.8º to 31.9º), though their predicted displacement at such high resting angles only
varied by ~5 cm, which is slightly less than the typical murre egg’s length. In turn, differences at
lower resting angles (see figure 6) produced greater geometric displacement, leaving any pitch
increase with the lower resting angles to have substantial predicted displacement suppression
value.
Shape and displacement
To affirm the shape-angle-displacement relationship of the model, our findings
consistently supported predictions for two of the three single variables. Elongation affected the
single-variable eggs by significantly increasing the displacement, as predicted by their resting
angel on every rolling-plane incline. The multi-variable models produced no significant
difference in elongation though, possibly owed to effects of the other variables. Greater
asymmetry produced an increase in displacement on single variable eggs, which was also
supported by the multivariable-model of the lowest level of asymmetry (AWD/L=0.45) having
significantly lower displacement than the intermediate (AWD/L=0.375) level.
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The conical gradient model-set results varied substantially by the level of incline. As the
single variable models increased in conicality, the displacement increased only, and significantly,
at the lowest incline level (2º), while every other incline produced decreasing displacement with
increasing conicality (4-8º, significantly so). This outcome substantially deviates from the
prediction generated by the resting-angle measurements, but is reinforced by our results of the
multivariable models which also produced significant decrease in displacement with every
increase in the ordinal level of conicality.
Conicality and stochastic rolling suppression
Though there is wide support for the shape-angle-displacement hypothesis in our results, the lack
of fidelity to the predicted results within the conical model highlights the significance of shape to
displacement at higher inclines. Although it is implied in some texts that the cone shape of murre
eggs causes a circular rolling pattern like a ‘children’s-top’ losing its centrifugal force (Uspenski,
1950), it is never incorporated into a full mechanical scenario based on data or accounting for the
effects of an inclined grade. At an even incline, with minimal applied force, a spherical egg with
an airsac may have a smaller displacement than a conical egg-shape, according to our results, but
at higher inclines (or with the application of greater force), rounder eggs are more susceptible to
rolling off the edge in a multi-axis stochastics roll or ‘tumble’. At every increase of incline the
most rounded model from the previous incline was incrementally excluded from displacement
analysis due to a 100% loss over the side of the rolling plane (see figure 6). Our video recordings
showed that the radial axis of rounded eggs both rocked heavily back and forth along their
rolling path, and engaged in ‘head-over-heel’ stochastic mulit-axial rolling before exiting the
rolling plain. Similarly, a discord between rolling suppression and loss in the AWD/L models
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occurred (see figure 6), a highly asymmetrical form traveled farther but resisted loss as the
rolling plane increased in incline. A possible explanation for why highly asymmetrical and
conical models resist stochastic rolling even at high angles may be given to their uneven shape
and profile redistributes weight and fulcrum point of an egg, to regions that reduce the likelihood
of tipping or rocking (Uspenski, 1950), can be seen at the initiation of ‘head-over-heel’ free
rolling. An unevenly balanced spheroid in motion, intuitively, is at risk of shifting weight along
that curve, but we consider that a likely impact of that highly conical form is that it prevents that
shifting, fixing the axial angle relative to the surface, which is supported with the maximumdisplacement of the most conical single-variable model ranging from ~3-8cm up to 10º incline,
while highly elongated and asymmetrical models already broke the 40 and 10 cm marks at 2º
incline, respectively (figure 6).
Limitations of protocols, alternate hypotheses and further study
Though our results strongly support the link between comicality and displacement
depression, many factors detailed here require further exploration. The extent of embryo/airsac
development and how its variation affects the resting angle of heavily conical, asymmetrical and
elongated egg-shapes, remains unverified. It is likely that without a weight differential, the
elongated ellipsoid form would produce a resting angle parallel to an even grade. Our protocols
utilized gravity as a proxy for an affecting forces such as collision, but real-world impact from
birds or falling debris (Uspenski, 1959) would transfer the directional component of that force to
the form, possibly interrupting the resting angle and its effect.
Relatively smooth and planar surfaces are common throughout murre and razorbill nesting sites
(Ingold, 1980), and earlier studies revealed that murre eggs were more likely have their motion
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and displacement affected by debris and uneven surfaces than more spheroid shells (Ingold,
1980; Tschanz et al., 1969). The greater contact a more ‘pointed egg’ make with the surface it
rests on (Birkhead et al., 2017a) should put it in greater probability of encountering smaller
debris that could alter or stop the rolling path (Tschanz et al., 1969). This, paired with
observations of adult common murres placing small pebbles and debris next to their incubating
eggs (Uspenski, 1950) may warrant some further study of egg shape within the context of motion
and substrate character.
A primary flaw in all past studies, including our own, is the lack of a standard metric for
conicality. Our survey of the literature yielded no discrete measure, which has been echoed by
the lack of a pyriformity metric (Birkhead et al., 2017a), and perhaps explains its exclusion as a
comparative etric from study by Stoddard (et al., 2017). The 3D modeling and printing allowed
for the generation of model shapes that incrementally approached conicality without requiring a
formal measure, leaving no rubric for studying real-world eggs. Proxies such at the
aforementioned ‘pointedness’ (which is actually the asymmetry of the egg) and ‘ellipticality’
are incapable of determining presence or magnitude of a straight line within the profile of a
shell, given that both measures rely on the assumption of a continuous curve throughout the
shell’s profile (Preston, 1953; Alexander & Koeberlein, 2014). This ignores the obvious
spectrum of convex, straight to concave profiles (see figure 9) in the pointed or conical element
of Uria aalge’s shells (Birkhead, 2016). Knowing the magnitude of this variable could provide
useful data to study motion/displacement and be fruitful to various avenues of inquiry.
One argument against the rolling hypothesis originates from Thick-billed Murres’ notably
‘less -pointed’ eggs by rough description (Ingold, 1980) and by the geometric measure of
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asymmetry, while nesting on narrower ledges than Common Murres (Birkhead et al., 2017a),
though both Uria species appear most highly conical relative to other taxa analyzed (Stoddard
et al., 2017). According to our findings, less symmetrical egg-forms increase the axial restingangle to reduce displacement, negotiating the seeming incongruence of a more ‘pointed’ egglaying species incubating on deeper ledges (Ingold, 1980; Birkhead et al., 2017a). This again
highlights the importance of defining morphology with geometric principle as compared to
rough analogy.
A further challenge to the adaptive value to displacement suppression arose from a study
that showed the ‘pointed’ asymmetrical form of Common Murres egg likely provides microbial
infection defense and promotes proper gas exchange. This is supported by higher pore density
around the blunt end of the shell which is elevated from the ground by the resting-angle, while
the pore density is lower on the conical portion, which often accumulates a thick layer of
microbial rich guano (Birkhead et al., 2017b). The rolling and infection theories generate an
excellent complementary set of hypotheses though, and need not complete for exclusivity in the
adaptive value of murre eggshape. Nesting ledges vary in depth greatly, ranging from 10 cm to
above 3 m, and it is well documented that guano accumulates in less exposed areas (sheltered
from rain) such as caves, deep but narrow cleaves into the cliff side, and at indentations with
little natural drainage (Johnson, 1941; Birkhead 2016; Uspenski, 1956). In deeper cliff
formations, falling eggs are less likely (Harris, Wanless, Barton & Elston, 1997), whereas at a
shallower, less-populated ledge, the guano accumulation is less prevalent (Uspenski, 1956),
leaving room for the egg shape to function adaptively in both conditions.
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Displacement suppression was also questioned recently in a morphology-based
comparative egg survey, suggesting there was no strong trend of ellipticallity in shorebirds;
instead, the authors proposed asymmetry and ellipticallity are primarily strongly correlated to
flight ability (Stoddard et al., 2017). Though the sample was taxonomically broad, and the
assertions made about common forces that affect the evolution of egg shape are very well
supported, the methods and analysis did not consider the scarcity of species that incubate eggs on
flat, planar, highly-rigid surfaces that these alcid species utilize (Johnson, 1941; Uspenski, 1956;
Stoddard et al., 2017). It is possible that only three extant, and one extinct auk roost(ed) in this
manner (Gaston & Jones, 1998), as well as Emperor Penguins Aptenodytes forsteri (Williams,
1995), that from appearance also have a visible conical element to one side of their shell (see
figure 9). The lack of strong evolutionary trends across an entire taxonomic group should not
discount unique adaptive strategies and highly specific niches of individual taxa (Hall, 2011).
Furthermore, Common Murres were an extreme outlier even in the study’s survey, as the third
most asymmetrical and fifth most elliptical of all 1,400 species sampled (Stoddard et al., 2017),
which justifies an analysis of focusing on its rare properties (Barnett & Lewis, 1994).
Looking past flight as a factor, highly conical, asymmetrical and elongated shapes are
common in rigid/semi-rigid flightless egg-producing organisms (López‐Martínez & Vicens,
2012) and could be used elucidate nesting behavior within those taxa. Data on non-avian
theropod nesting systems, for example, are sparse at best (Zelenitsky & Therrien, 2008), with the
majority of species having intensely elongated and asymmetrical eggs. The distended and
incredibly conical eggs of the Citipati and Troodon dinosaur genera from the late Cretaceous
rival that of the Uria (figure 9) (López‐Martínez & Vicens, 2012), and their well-established
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terrestrial (non-flying) existence (Gatesy, 1995) excludes them from the strong flight hypothesis
(Stoddard et al., 2017).
Conclusion
Breaking down multi-variable systems into their fundamental components is a core pursuit
of scientific investigation (Carey, 2011). Our results support past studies’ conclusions that a
resting angle of an egg’s radial axis relative to slope grade determines its displacement at low
inclines (and applied force). The angle of rest is determined by the egg’s shape; increasing
elongation and asymmetry decrease the resting angle while increasing displacement. Though
greater conicality mildly increased displacement at low inclines, it most distinctly and strongly
suppresses displacement at inclines higher than 2 degrease. Both conicality and asymmetry
reduce multi-axis ‘tumbling’ which provides a form of displacement suppression. This supports
assertions that the Uria genus’ distinct pyriform (long, highly asymmetrical, and highly conical)
egg shape may have adaptive value in the context of their nestless and often shallow, cliff edge
nesting microhabitat (Ingold, 1980; Tschanz et al., 1969). Importantly, our analysis of these
individual and combined morphological characteristics poses no conflict with alternate theories
for ‘pointed’ or conical egg forms (Birkhead et al., 2017a; Birkhead et al., 2017a; Stoddard et al.,
2017). A true measure of conicality could elucidate the “point” (sensu Birkhead et al., 2017b) of
this morphological feature within Uria species (Hauber, 2014) and provide a better
understanding of other taxa, extant and not, with similarly shaped eggs.
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Figures

Figure 1. A highly conical and less conical egg resting on a flat surface (A, side view), with radial axis tilted
pointing to a point on the surface on which they rest. Their theoretical rolling path (B, top view), where the angle of
the egg at rest determines the displacement. Radius measured from the egg’s point of surface contact while at rest.
The point of contact is the experimental proxy for the tipping point, which must be in contact with the rolling
surface to prevent cliff loss in model species Uria aalge. (Eggs scaled roughly to match volumes).
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Figure 2. Both Blue and Orange eggs represent equal values of the metric ‘pointedness’ which is also referred to as
asymmetry in other texts (Belopolʹskiĭ 1961, Birkhead et al., 2017a, Deeming & Ruta, 2014), or the distance from the
widest point of the egg to the sharp tip in ratio to the overall length. The less conical egg will rest at a lower angle
than that of one with a more conical form, which would also produce a different rolling radius (see main text).

Figure 3. Some common roll-path configurations observed during initial experimentation are illustrated here, each
with an equal maximum width and depth path-measurement (in blue) but with different maximum displacement (in
red). This reduces the accuracy and predictive value of rolling width versus depth measurements for displacement
reduction proposed in past literature.
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Figure 4. For the single variable models (above), all three morphological variables, (a) elongation as width/length,
(b) asymmetry as apical width distance divided by length, and (c) conicality, or an increased radius within a finite
line segment until a straight line is reached in a profile. For the mutli-variable models (below) the 27 egg-forms
incorporate 3-variable values simultaneously.
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Figure 5. The maximum displacement of all egg models (mean of 5 trials) from an incline of 2 degrees highly
correlated (r = 0.89012, p<0.001) with the projected maximum displacement. Projected displacement was obtained
from the resting angle of the egg forms radial axis.
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Figure 6. Each point represents 1 or 4 resting angle measurements taken from of each egg form. As each egg
variable (elongation, asymmetry, and conicality) increases in severity, the resting angle decreases, predicting a
larger rolling radius.
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Figure 7. Single variable egg model results show that (A) increased asymmetry produces larger rolling radii for all
rolling inclines other than 6 degrees, (B) elongation negatively correlates with displacement, and (C) increased
conicality produced incrementally lower displacement except for the 2 degree incline angle. Egg forms with
increased conicality and asymmetry persisted at higher inclines; the above data excludes trials that terminated in
‘egg loss.’
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Figure 8. Each node represents a 3-variable egg-form. Each circle on the node represent the displacement value of
that model at a specific rolling plane incline, designated by its color, with the size representing the displacement at
that incline (mean maximum displacement of 5 rolls). As the conicality increases, the circles get darker showing
persistence at higher inclines, and the circles of the same color decrease showing a decrease in displacement, which
was verified as significant by Friedmann’s test. No significant trends were found across all three iteration of the
other two variables,
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Figure 9. Egg profiles of the Common Murre (U. aalge) and other auks on the left and their roosting habitats, that
vary given the conicality of the egg’s from. Razorbills (A. torda) and Black Guillemots (C. grylle) have more
rounded eggs and most often nest in crevices, with pebble beds, as compared to exposed cliff and ocean side nestless roosts above. Some non-avian theropods have highly conical eggs, with limited information on nesting habits.
Species G. gallus and P. apivorous contrast the conical eggs with rather spheroid forms.
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Table 1. Results for three-variable egg models, Friedman’s test on maximum displacement.
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